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WHO WE ARE
Dedicated, passionate and totally customer focused we specialise in
supplying street furniture and infrastructural products.
This portfolio offers you a wide choice of quality designs, premium
materials, value for money and a practical knowledge accumulated from
over twenty years of supplying street furniture and infrastructural
products to both local authorities and the private sector.
As communities and environments change so does the demands placed on
our public spaces. We aim to develop and introduce products that will evolve
and meet these new demands for many years to come.
Based in the historic town of Kells, County Meath and within easy access
to the national road network we are committed to delivering excellent
customer service and great value.

WELCOME TO OUR STREET FURNITURE PORTFOLIO
galvanised locking ground sleeves- pages 1 - 2.
bollards- pages 3 - 7.
seating- pages 8 -12.
litter bins- pages 13 - 18.
signs- pages 19 - 22.
audionetic post:- page 23 - 24.
cycle parking and shelters- page 25 - 26
planters- page 27 - 28

costly maintenance issues

maintenance of seating and other forms of street furniture

replacement of potential pedestrian hazards

replacement of bollards

Solved with our
galvanised Locking
ground sleeves
trip hazards
replacement of cycle stands

easy replacement
easy to maintain your street furniture
easy to relocate furniture
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galvanised locking ground sleeves
Urban developments are designed to meet the demands

Economy (e) or Premium (p)
Galvanised Steel or Stainless Steel.

of todays generations while providing a sustainable

When enquiring please affix the letter (e) or (p)
to the Ref no below.

development that will continue to evolve for the next
generation.
Street Furniture such as bollards, litter bins and signposts
are unlikely to last a generation without being damaged,
requiring removal, relocation or even replacement due to
seasonal demand. This often requires the deployment of
traffic management, the digging of footpaths and the
disposal of waste to landfill sites along with many other

Protects foundations from damage.
Environmentally friendly
no waste to landfill sites.

Economy Style.

Premium Style.

associated costs.

It is quicker to replace a damaged
signpost than it is to set up traffic
management.
Pedestrian Cap

Infrastructure can be relocated
or removed for different events,
additional litter bins and seating for festivals.

Many of the costs mentioned above simply do
not arise when using Locking Ground Sleeves
to install your street furniture.

Wedge Clamp System
with choice of fixings.

Continued savings improving the ability
to maintain our infrastructure.
It’s quick and easy to replace street
furniture in Locking Ground Sleeves.

Our sleeves help to protect your footpath and
foundation from damage and allows for the easy

available. Cap
Pedestrian
available.

Ref No

Dia

GS 007
GS 008
GS 009
GS 010
GS 011
GS 012
GS 013
GS 014

76.00 mm
76.00 mm
89.00 mm
89.00 mm
101.00 mm
101.00 mm
114.00 mm
114.00 mm

Depth
300 mm
500 mm
300 mm
500 mm
300 mm
500 mm
300 mm
500 mm

min 200mm
from all sides

removal and replacement of street furniture without

Damaged post being unlocked.

Removed damaged post.

Our Locking Ground Sleeves are available in galvanised

depth

the need for costly traffic management.
75mm compacted
hardcore.

concrete

steel or stainless steel and provide a Smart, Simple yet
Stainless Steel bollard
installed in GS LGS

low cost solution for installing all your street furniture.

Locking new post in position.
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New post installed, easy.
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bollards

galvanised steel and stainless steel
Choice of designs in cast iron, galvanised steel with cast embellishments,
polymer composite and stainless steel. Root fixed or removable options
available with galvanised locking ground sleeve. Ideal for protecting
walk ways and footpaths.
114mm
B 017

900mm

galvanised steel with
stainless steel top.

B 016
300mm
REF- B 015

B 015

76mm

76mm

galvanised steel
with cast aluminium
embellishments.

900mm

1000mm

76mm

B 021

B 018

300mm
B 001

B 010

REF- B 010

B 011

B 001
100mm

galvanised steel and stainless steel bollards removable

100mm 100mm

60mm

114mm

76mm

90mm

114mm

B 020

B 021
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Damaged post
being removed.

Locking new bollard
into sleeve.

New bollard installed,
easy.

300mm

REF- B 016

900mm

300mm

900mm

1000mm

Damaged bollard being
unlocked.

900mm

with our galvanised locking ground sleeve.

300mm

B 017
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bollards

concrete

cast / ductile iron

CB 008
CIB 026

CIB 025

650mm

CB 002, CB 003, CB 005, CB 006

Finishes:

390mm

800mm

330mm

Sandblasted concrete natural grey or painted in
colours: graphite, light graphite, grey.
REF:- CB 007

CB 008

CIB 027

275mm

REF- CB 001

CB 002

CB 003

CB 004

CB 005

230mm

CB 006

440mm

307mm

CIB 025
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Front / Rear elevation

Side elevation

990mm

800mm

240mm

CIB 026

500mm

800mm

780mm

600mm

580mm

400mm

390mm

800mm

400mm

600mm

300mm

200mm

400mm
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bollards

stainless steel

timber

pathfinders

SOE 001W

TBE 001

SPF 001

SSB 006

SSB 006

SSB 009

A Solar powered LED light designed to increase visibility
on walk ways, cycle paths and quiet ways during hours of
darkness. This is a low profile, in ground, skid resistant
method of lighting up cycle and walking routes achieved
by 8 hours exposure today light.

stainless steel (304 or 316)
114mm

90mm

114mm

90mm

125mm x 125mm

175mm x 175mm

175mm x 175mm

Installed Cross Section
80mm

700mm

900mm

900mm

900mm

Also available fixed to tops of bollard as pathfinders.
Details upon request.

6mm
300mm

5

300mm

300mm

30mm

300mm

REFREF- SSB 006

SSB 008

SSB 006A

SSB 008A

SSB 009

TBR 001

TBR 002
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bollards

flexible urban style

fixed or removable

strong, bendable, durable and maintenance free

D 11

Blendtec Flexible bollards look and feel like a solid
bollard, manufactured from composite polymer and
painted they bend upon impact by a vehicles
bumper, if continually force is applied the bollard will
continue to bend until it is flush with the ground. Once
the vehicle has been removed the bollard will gently
return to its upright rigid structure.
D 08 with reflective band

These bollards offer huge savings on the replacement
and disposal of traditional steel or cast root fixed bollards.
Available in Red, Green Blue, Black, as root fixed
directly into concrete or removable with a galvanised
locking ground sleeve as shown in photographs over.

80mm

80mm

100mm

100mm

100mm

100mm

100mm

100mm

80mm

160mm

D 08 removable with two recessed reflective bands

820mm

800mm

900mm

D 15
D 11

200mm

REF-

100mm

100mm

150mm

120mm

150mm

120mm

120mm

120mm

120mm

180mm

D 02

D 03

D 05

D 06

D 07

D 08

D 10

D 11

D 15

D 16
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bollards

recyflex

fixed bendable bollards

100% Recycable material
(EVA rubber)
Our New Recyflex Flexible bollards are manufactured
from 100% recyclable EVA rubber, they are softer by
nature and more for-giving when impacted by a vehicle.
These bollards offer huge savings on the
replacement and disposal of traditional bollards
Available in wide choice of colours as root
fixed directly into concrete.

Colour throughout
bollard.
UV stable.
Weather resistant.
Suitable for pedestrian
zones.
Maintenance Free.

Colours available.

900mm

100mm

200mm
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120mm

REF-
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seating

concrete, stainless steel and galvanised steel

I 1324
APS 1800

AUDIO SWING SEAT
Our audio seat tells a story
or plays background sounds
powered by your swinging
motion, ideal for locations of
natural and historical interest
or just for relaxing.

I 1322

2020mm
1800mm

420mm
I 1320

Waterproof speakers
produce approx
90 db at one metre
distance.

450mm

REF-

I 1322

r 250
970mm
2020mm

420mm

1800mm
1780mm

410mm

420mm

800mm

450mm

REF-

I 1324

1800mm - 2290mm

580mm

I 1320

534mm

APS 1800
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1017mm
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seating

galvanised steel

cast iron

1800mm
1900mm

550mm

550mm

800mm
800mm

REF-

A 1124

A 1124
1900mm

390mm

460mm
A 1125

REF-

1234

REF-

Cast iron seat ends primed
and painted, with choice of
softwood or Iroko timbers,
treated or supplied in a
natural finish.

1234

1800mm

580mm

740mm

A 1125

T 2218

REF- T 2218

Practical and modern seating manufactured from steel,
hot dipped galvanised polyester powder coated with
Iroko timbers, untreated finish as standard.
Treated timbers can be offered if requested.

B 1230

1900mm

B 1229

9

600mm

1900mm
820mm

REF-

B 1229

530mm

600mm

B 1230

delani
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seating

timber, concrete, stainless steel and galvanised steel

B 1800

B 3000

B 1500
B 1240

3000mm

682mm

1800mm

1800mm

500mm

B 1800

1500/1800/2100/3000mm

450/600/800mm

750mm

450mm

820mm

REF- B 3000

600mm

450mm

B 1240
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seating

GMP standard expanded polystyrene polyurethane coated

Many fonts, sizes and colours available,
ideal for indoor or outdoor applications.

BQ 01

Suitable for cities, shopping centres,
schools and other public buildings.

1900mm

Experience Q-BIQ seat characters as an oversized message.
Whether as a word game or logo, the statement sits.
Pure communication in many shapes, sizes and colors.
material

1146mm

930mm

Base body: EPS hard foam core (30kg / m²)
Coating: PUA special coating Q-STRAIN
Surface: textured with topcoat in RAL
(UV-resistant.

332mm

11
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BQ 01
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seating

GMP standard expanded polystyrene
polyurethane
coated
west
wave

gerni

The design furniture of Q-BIQ promotes the social contribution in both
our schools and city life. Consisting of a hard foam core which is coated
in an abrasion resistant coating The seating with it’s optically colourful
lightness and is available in many RAL colors. This concept makes Q-BIQ
an extremely resistant outdoor seating furniture in large format, which,
however, can still be moved in contrast to concrete elements.

Simply invigorating!
BQCL 02

BQCL 03

Construction:
Surface finish:

PUA coating:

Core:

The coloured part of the surface
consists of a UV-resistant acrylic
or polyurethane gloss varnish.

The coating is a special PUA coating.
This consists of a specially modified
polyurethane with an extremely short
reaction time during the production
process which has high-performance
technical and mechanical properties
in terms of resistance to wear and
tear, tensile strength and ultimate
elongation.

The Q-BIQ core is made from GMP standard
expanded polystyrene foam.

Choice of colours as per RAL colour
chart. Due to the heat development
in consequence of exposure to sun
light, dark and metallic colours are
not suitable for outdoor use.

BQCL 01

750mm

2500mm

750mm

450mm

3000mm

900mm
400mm

BQCL 01

750mm

3000mm

850mm

REF-

Communication furniture is an attraction
for everyone. The ergonomic seat shapes
entices you to enjoy relaxing and offers
enough space for a family of four. The ideal
seating for your public space.

760mm

BQCL 02

delani street and traffic limited. www.dsatltd.ie
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litter bins

cast aluminium / cast iron

concrete, stainless steel and galvanised steel
Sandblasted cast concrete, natural finish
or painted with 304 stainless steel top,
galvanised steel door painted
complete with galvanised sheet
metal liner.
Capacity 70 L.
Weight 193 kgs.

LB 3425

LB 001

LB 002

Cast Aluminium painted
with galvanised sheet
metal liner,.
Capacity :- 80 L

Cast Iron painted
with galvanised sheet
metal liner.
Capacity :- 129 L

400mm

Galvanised steel liner with ashtray, liner capacity 70 L.
I 3343

430mm

500mm

510mm

410mm

450mm x 450mm

410mm

450mm x 450mm

LITTER

LITTER

960mm

A simply elegant structured litter bin manufactured from
steel painted or stainless steel with steel door painted or
clad in timber with a choice of oiled hardwood or treated
softwood.

1100mm

1060mm

1000mm

BRUSCAR

13
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LB 001

LB 002

REF-

I 3343
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litter bins

capitole p

stands tall in every street

CPL 70 bespoke

CPL 70 I

Options

Lid opened by handle

Lockable cover

Ashtry

Aperture for Tin cans

Battery aperture

Paper aperture

Fire retardant lid

Insert separator

inside of CPL 70 I

The ideal litter bin contributes to a meticulous streetscape while
at the same time being a distinctive feature. Our Capitole range
offers a functional, classical designed ,strong, sturdy and vandalproof collection of litter bins with many possibilities and personalisation options, many of which can be attached at a later time.

CPL 70 Trio bespoke

Functionality is key and our Capitole range excels in how people
can use our bins and especially how people empty them with its
user-friendly ergonomic features.

Capacity 70 litres
400mm

400mm

Proven service life of over 10 years
Vandal proof
Light weight aluminium removable liner

1014mm

Triangular lock with snap shut

When enquiring for any of the above please
affix the following to the bin reference :Lid with Handle :- LH,
Ashtray:- A,

Lockable Cover:- LC

Aperture for Tin cans:- ATC

Battery Aperture:- BA, Fire retardant Lid :- FL
Insert Separator:- IS
ie litter bin with lid:- CPL70F LH

REF-

CPL70F

14

CPL70I
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litter bins

citypole
concrete,
stainless steel and galvanised steel

style, variation and functionality
A city, town or village street scene should be well cared for and
it should also have a distinctive look. Functional street furniture is
essential in maintaining that look our Citypole litter bin combines
style with functionality and durability.
Basic model is offered with a choice of two styles of tops, optional
extras include ashtrays and sealing plates for undesirable uses.

Capacity 100 litres
Citypole with bespoke top

Citypole with bespoke top

Galvanised steel

Easy to empty

Powder coated finish
Anti-Corrosive, climate class 5 (ideal for coastal sites)
Anti- fly posting finish, 15mm knobbled profile
Ant- graffiti coating

Bin insert separator

Bin can be sealed from
undesirable uses.

1100mm

CY 100
CY 102A with cigarette bin

78mm
498mm

330mm

498mm

330mm

Cigarette bins can be fixed to the
303mm

side of our bins litter please
affix the letter A after the bin
code:- ie CY 102A

1221mm

1243mm

Cigarette bin emptying
Cigarette bin

15
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CY 100

REF-

CY 102
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litter bins

metroploe
metropole

style, variation and functionality
The Metropole contributes to the uniform appearance and quality of its chosen location.
A robust litter bin, attractive by design functional by nature giving the possibility to collect
multiple waste systems and the ability to place it in a wide range of locations.

Capacity ranging from 50 to 300 litres
and the possibility to separately collect
multiple waste systems
Corrosion proof thanks to using Sendzimir
galvanised steel
Easy to clean

Cigarette bins can be fixed to
the side of our bins litter
please affix the letter A after
the bin code:- ie MP 003A

Solid construction

Powder coated finish

Customisable

Anti- graffiti coating

185mm

Capacity
50 L

Capacity
100 L

304mm

304mm

304mm

304mm
175mm

175mm

Capacity
4 x 65 L

175mm

175mm
Capacity
50 L

185mm

Capacity
3 x 65 L

Capacity
2 x100 L

175mm

304mm

Capacity
3 x100 L

175mm

175mm
572mm
572mm

600mm

REF-

1000mm

MP 001W

330mm

330mm

572mm

330mm

1045mm

330mm

1400mm

330mm

REF-

1000mm

MP 001

MP 002

MP 003

MP 004

MP 0033

MP 0044
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litter bins

metroploe
metropole

185mm

185mm

Capacity
3 x 65 L

Capacity
4 x 65 L

175mm

175mm
Capacity
100 L

76mm dia

304mm

304mm

175mm

Capacity
2 x100 L

304mm

175mm

Capacity
2 x100 L

175mm

292mm
572mm

Capacity
0.7 L

Cigarette bins can be fixed to the
side of our litter bins please affix
the letter A after the bin code:ie MP 003A

17

1045mm

209mm

104mm

1400mm

209mm

104mm

214mm

99mm

cigarette bin
optional
1000mm

REF-

MP 005

MP 006

MP 007

MP 0063
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dog waste bins

cigarette bins
Unique interchangeable interior

Dog fouling is one of our greatest litter problems large
amounts of money is spent on cleaning up dog waste
while stepping in dog waste is one of the greatest
annoyances of our public spaces.

Cubopole bins flame extinguishing
according to TN 108

The great advantage of our Doggypole dispenser
is that it offers the options of three types of
interiors. You choose to use a different type
of bag at any time you only need to change
the interior.

Local authorities with an active anti-dog fouling policy
often use dog waster bag dispensers allowing them to
make it easier for dog lovers to clean up after their pets.
However, the dispensers that are available on the
market only offer a solution for one type of bag
and are not interchangeable.

Interiors for:
Paper bags
Capacity for more than
150 bags; dog owners will have
no difficulty pulling out a bag.

A stylish timeless design that practically
suits any location. The Cubopole family
of cigarette bins shown above are
available for fixing to a wall or
free-standing.

Plastic bags in a pack
Suitable for all standard sizes of
plastic bags and has a capacity
for more than 400 bags.

Ergonomically designed to make emptying
quick and easy.

Plastic bags on a roll
400mm

Robust in construction the Cubopole can
survive a few bumps guaranteeing
durability.

The Doggypole dispenser is also
practical and durable, the dispenser
has a capacity for 200 bags on
any standard size of roll.

502mm

301mm

Anti Graffiti coating available
Available as base
plate fixed or
ground fixed.

180mm
180mm

REF:-

SM 003

Total dimensions
Length:- 463 mm
Width:- 120mm
Manufactured from
steel hot dipped
galvanised steel with
a polyester powder
coated finish.

485mm

1100mm

REF-

1850mm

DPB 001

1022mm

REF-

REFSM 004LB
TB007
001
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signs

display information/interpretation
Our post mounted display signs comprise of two or more galvanised
steel posts with or without cast iron decorative bases, cast aluminium
round tops, cast aluminium decor rings and aluminium lockable display
cases either single sided or double sided.
Display cases are manufactured in aluminium with fully welded
dressed corners. Frame 42mm wide x 50mm deep, hinged door
with 3mm clear high impact display panel. Full length integral
security hinge, heavy duty back with inbuilt water drainage. All
polyester powder coated.
Standard display panels sizes available
A2:- 505 x 678mm
A1:- 678 x 925mm
A0:- 925 x 1273mm
Option to have display cases fitted with
gas struts to aid in the opening and closing
of the display case door.

Bespoke header design

All our sign systems
can be personalised

Bespoke design

Single or Double Sided Signs
Reilig Naomh Mícheál ar
St. Michael’s Graveyard

175mm

Reilig Naomh Mícheál ar
St. Michael’s Graveyard

678mm

1273mm

678mm

678mm

1273mm

Reilig Naomh Mícheál ar
St. Michael’s Graveyard

1273mm

header board optional

header board optional

Carr’s Hill Famine Graveyard

Carr’s Hill Famine Graveyard

In the enclosed field, accessible through the adjacent gate you
will see a Famine

burial ground, opened as the Cork

and District Cemetery in February 1847 to cope with the

All Saints is included on the Record of Monuments and
Places
(CO 086 103), protected under National
Legislation, and is a site that must, and will never be
forgotten.

large number of people who died as a result of the famine

(An Gorta Mór) in City and surrounding area. It was renamed

The Great Irish Famine was a devastating time in Ireland’s history

2300mm

All Saints is included on the Record of Monuments and
Places
(CO 086 103), protected under National
Legislation, and is a site that must, and will never be
forgotten.

2300mm

witnessing the

death of one million people and the

emigration of a further one million people in just
one ten-year period (1841to 1851).
The population of Ireland today has still not returned to it’s
pre-famine population of over eight million.

Many of those buried at Carr’s Hill, prior to their death, found work, charity and

Many of those buried at Carr’s Hill, prior to their death, found work, charity and

shelter in Cork City’s main Workhouse, which is now part of St. Finbarr’s Hosiptal
on Douglas Road. This

on Douglas Road. This

Workhouse was built in 1838 for 1,500 people

but by the end of June 1849 it held over 7,000 people.

Between February and June of 1847 All Saints Cemetery buried

Between February and June of 1847 All Saints Cemetery buried

2,260 famine victims from the Workhouse Hospital.

2,260 famine victims from the Workhouse Hospital.

The year 1847 is known in Irish folklore as

The year 1847 is known in Irish folklore as

‘‘Black 47’’ due to the sheer devastation.

‘‘Black 47’’ due to the sheer devastation.

Locally the cemetery is known as the

‘‘Pauper’s Graveyard’’

as the cemetery continued to be used until the 1950’s for the burial
of paupers, often without a coffin, laid to rest in canvas bags.

In the enclosed field, accessible through the adjacent gate you
will see a Famine

burial ground, opened as the Cork

and District Cemetery in February 1847 to cope with the
large number of people who died as a result of the famine

(An Gorta Mór) in City and surrounding area. It was renamed
All Saints Cemetery by Bishop Lucey in 1952.

This five and a half acre site remains quietly on
the hillside and is a solemn reminder of the

famine’s impact. The site is owned and maintained, in
cooperation with Cork County Council, by the Health
Service Executive (HSE). There are no individual
memorials to the famine victims but the scale of the 54
foot memorial cross erected in 1958 by William

Sorrenson serves as a reminder of the poor victims
interred within. This cross has been illuminated at
intervals over the past 50 years, and continuously since
the summer of 2011, thanks to Airtricity and the
remarkable work of the Cork Famine Group.
In 1997, a memorial stone was erected to remember
the victims of the famine buried within, on the 150th

Locally the cemetery is known as the

‘‘Pauper’s Graveyard’’

as the cemetery continued to be used until the 1950’s for the burial
of paupers, often without a coffin, laid to rest in canvas bags.

In the enclosed field, accessible through the adjacent gate you
will see a Famine

burial ground, opened as the Cork

and District Cemetery in February 1847 to cope with the
large number of people who died as a result of the famine

(An Gorta Mór) in City and surrounding area. It was renamed
All Saints Cemetery by Bishop Lucey in 1952.

anniversary of the Great Famine An Gorta Mór. it was
The Great Irish Famine was a devastating time in Ireland’s history
witnessing the

death of one million people and the

emigration of a further one million people in just

The graveyard is believed contains up to 30,000

shelter in Cork City’s main Workhouse, which is now part of St. Finbarr’s Hosiptal

Workhouse was built in 1838 for 1,500 people

but by the end of June 1849 it held over 7,000 people.

unveiled by Jean Kennedy Smith, US Ambassador
and erected by the Cork Remembrance Committee.

one ten-year period (1841to 1851).

This five and a half acre site remains quietly on
the hillside and is a solemn reminder of the

famine’s impact. The site is owned and maintained, in
cooperation with Cork County Council, by the Health
Service Executive (HSE). There are no individual
memorials to the famine victims but the scale of the 54
foot memorial cross erected in 1958 by William

Sorrenson serves as a reminder of the poor victims
interred within. This cross has been illuminated at
intervals over the past 50 years, and continuously since
the summer of 2011, thanks to Airtricity and the
remarkable work of the Cork Famine Group.
In 1997, a memorial stone was erected to remember
the victims of the famine buried within, on the 150th
anniversary of the Great Famine An Gorta Mór. it was

The Great Irish Famine was a devastating time in Ireland’s history
witnessing the

death of one million people and the
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LL 040

Lecterns are designed and manufactured to clients
wishes, available with or without our cast iron
decorative base, display frame manufactured
from galvanised steel or 316 stainless steel.
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ph:- +353 46 9249478
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park
parks

lecterns

commemorative

Signs designed and manufactured in
cast iron, cast aluminium, bronze and
etched zinc.

Single or double sided Park signs
including dog poop awareness signs,
all manufacturered from premium materials
with polyester powder coatng fiinish.
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400mm

Please
keep me
on a lead.
Coinnigh
ar iall me
le thoil

1415mm

400mm

685mm

1090mm

Pick Up
or
Pay Up!
€150.00
Fine!

1415mm

Pick Up
or
Pay Up!
€150.00
Fine!

1090mm

Please clean up after me.
Glan suas i mo dhiaidh le do thoil

PLEASE PICK
UP MY PO!
Dog Litter is a serious Public Health Issue
Your Dog? - Your Responsibility!

comhairle chontae na mi

caring for our environment

meath county council

YOUR LOGO HERE
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way-finding

>
Crois an
Mhargai

2300mm

Market
Cross

Signs are an important element in our built environment,
they provide a means of navigation and a visual message
of locations and points of interest to help enhance the
experience for locals and vistors.
We design and manufacture signs using a variety of premium
quality materials to provide you with a robust practical solution
that will withstand todays environment.

Reilig Naomh Mícheál ar
St. Michael’s Graveyard
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audionetic post

experience what you hear

Informative
Educational
Exciting
To operate the Audionetic, the
user, simply steps on the foot
pedal a few times.

Pedal powered

The Audionetic is built into a
vandal-proof construction.

Maintenance Free
No batteries or utilities needed

Specially developed for public spaces
We believe every location is unique and thus requires its own story.
Consider for a minute, a walking trial through a city or town, where
brief, clear, understandable information in the language or languages
of your choice offers something extra at interesting locations.

Stories can be updated or changed as required by means of an internal
USB stick which you install yourself.

868mm

Our Audionetics by Playnetics delivers that unique experience
allowing the listener to hear historical background sounds mixed with
historical information such as a park ranger telling interesting details
about the wildlife and flora of the region. The only limit is the creativity
of the person with a story to tell.

300mm
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audionetic post

experience what you hear

Not enough space?
Have you ever felt restricted by the space you have to
tell your story,

We can help , we provide bespoke audio sign
solutions for indoor and out door applications.
Working closely with architects, designers and clients
directly, we design and manufacture innovative bespoke
audio signs using traditional materials, along with elements
from our Audionetics range.
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cycle parking

CP 001

CP 003

CP 002

CP 005
CP 004

Stylish and functional cycle parking, root fixed or flanged fixed.

1200mm

900mm
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240mm

1160mm

840mm

REF-

CP 002

210mm

1110mm

800mm

CP 003

60mm

750mm - 1000mm

750mm - 1000mm

860mm

CP 004

1160mm

60mm

840mm

CP 001

delani street and traffic limited. www.dsatltd.ie

CP 006

e:- info@dsatltd.ie

CP 005

ph:- +353 46 9249478

cycle shelter

CS 001

3300mm

2050mm

2100mm

REF-
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planters

concrete, stainless steel and galvanised steel

P 004 bespoke
P 003

P 002

Concrete planters provide a
durable solution to creating
green areas.

Galvanised steel frame and legs with a
choice of main body finishes, recycled
plastic panels or treated soft timber
stained.
Bespoke designs available.
P 004

P 001

1170mm x 1170mm

780mm x 780mm

870mm
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REF-

P 001

Our rectangular timber planter trimed
with stainless steel creates character
for all areas:- parks, town squares as
well as modern complexes.

600mm

1170mm x 590mm

1200mm x 800mm

600mm x 600mm

700mm

900mm

600mm

P 002

800mm x 600mm

P 003

P 004

delani street and traffic limited. www.dsatltd.ie

P 005

e:- info@dsatltd.ie

P 006

ph:- +353 46 9249478

planters

timber, concrete, stainless steel and galvanised steel

P 008

P 007
P 010

material
Base body: EPS hard foam core (30kg / m²)
Coating: PUA special coating Q-STRAIN
Surface: textured with topcoat in RAL
(UV-resistant

P 009

1600mm x 1200mm

1200mm
1000mm

bespoke sizes made to order

1200mm

970mm

REF-

P 007

600mm

P 008

P 009

delani street and traffic limited. www.dsatltd.ie

P 010

e:- info@dsatltd.ie

ph:- +353 46 9249478
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delani street and traffic limited
79 Hermitage Glen,
Kells,
Co. Meath,
A82 E9N1,
Ireland.
e: info@dsatltd.ie.
ph: +353 46 9249478.
web: www.dsatltd.ie.

